ABUTMENT ELEVATION

Bridge Omission

Exterior Ground Line 1:2 (V: H)

Girder (composite full length)

54'' Web Plate

Concrete Vault Slab

Geocomposite Wall Drain

Preformed Joint Strip Seal

P.G. type

APPROACH ENDS

GROSS Section THRU BRIDGE DECK

STATE OF ILLINOIS
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

DETAILS
U.S. ROUTE 51 OVER U.S. ROUTE 136
F.A.P. RTE. 322 - SFC, 57-1HB
MCCLEAN COUNTY
STATION 267+60.00
STRUCTURE NO. 057-0199 (N.B.)
STRUCTURE NO. 057-0198 (S.B.)

F.A.P. 322

24'-0'' to F.A.P. 322

24'-0'' to F.A.P. 322

North Bound Lanes

P.G.

Drainage Grate, type 95-344, typ.

Backfill

Porous Granular

Subject to refinement during final design

CROSS SECTION THRU VAULT SLAB

(S.A. 057-0199 looking North shown, S.A. 057-0198 similar)